
                                               
                                                 Extra heavy duty s/s tray          
                                                             delivery carts for insulated
                                                 trays for correctional facilities

Extra heavy duty s/s delivery cart
for insulated trays (style “B”)
 Designed for thick insulated food trays.
 All welded s/s construction.                                                                                                         
 14 ga. s/s shelves with all 4 edges down and bottom                              

shelf reinforced with 12 ga s/s bolster channels.
 1” dia s/s tubular handle.
 1½”x1½” s/s square tubing uprites.
 6”x 2” polyurethane casters (2 swivel, 2 rigid).
 Provided with ⅝”x 3½” slots  in top and bottom                                                                              
       shelves for tie down straps.
 Carrying capacity up to 2,000#.
 Cart can pass thru’ 30” opening.

                                    2145-2-2849

Model Number
Shelf
Size

(Inches)

Shelf
Clearance
(Inches)

Tray
Size

(Inches)

Tray
Capacity

O.A. Dimensions
(Inches)

W x L x H
No. of Slots
each shelf

Weight
(Pounds)

2145-2-2849 28½ x 49½  33 13⅞ x 15¼ x 2½  Note 1 28¾ x 49¾ x 46½   6 320
2145-2-2865 28½ x 65¼  33 13⅞ x 15¼ x 2½  Note 2 28¾ x 65½ x 46½   8 425
2145-2-2836 28½x 36½ 33 13⅞x15¼x2½ Note 3 28¾ x 36¾ x 46½ 4 260

NOTE 1:  This model will carry 72 trays on bottom shelf & 24 to 32 trays plus two 5 gallon beverage containers or 
                  up to 72 additional trays on top shelf.  Total capacity up to 144 trays subject to Note 4.  Cart furnished 
                  with three (3) heavy duty tie-down straps with buckles.
NOTE 2:   This model will carry 96 trays on bottom shelf & 28 to 40 trays plus three 5 gallon beverage containers or 
                  up to 96 additional trays on top shelf.  Total capacity up to 192 trays subject to Note 4.  Cart furnished 
                  with four (4) heavy duty tie-down straps with buckles.
NOTE 3:  This model will carry 48 trays on bottom shelf & two 5 gallon beverage containers or up to 48 additional   
                  trays on top shelf.  Total capacity up to 96 trays subject to Note 4.  Cart furnished with two (2) heavy duty 
                  tie-down straps with buckles.
NOTE 4:  The total capacity is for info’ only.  Each shelf can carry one half of the total capacity shown for the 
                  respective cart.  However it is recommended that the top shelf carry only the number of trays up to a
                  convenient and safe height of stacked trays as determined by the facility using the cart.  Since carrying the
                  total capacity would make the stacked height approx. 77” H which may be too high and is not recommended.

        Options:                                                                                         Options:
        A.  Additional heavy duty tie-down straps with buckle                 H.  Top shelf without slots with 3 edges turned        
        B.  Standard strap with buckle                                                              up, front edge turned down and double 
      C.  8” Casters (polyurethane or balloon)                                              folded for strength.  Add “-RE” after 
        D.  Vertical leg bumpers.                                                                      model number.
        E.  Four extra slots (2 on either end) on top shelf.                          I.   Both shelves with 3 edges turned up, front    
        F.  Brakes on 2 casters.                                                                         edge turned down with slots.  Add “-2-RE”
       G.  Top shelf without slots with all 4 edges                                          after model number.
             turned up and double folded for strength.
             Add “-U” after model number.
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